Welcome to AP Human Geography,
In this class we will study the world from many different perspectives. While geography is a
social studies class and often considered similar to other classes like history, it takes a unique look at the
world. While history seeks to understand the world through studying past human behavior, geography
seeks to understand the world through finding patterns, past and present. These patterns allow us to
ask and answer many questions about why the world looks the way that it does right now. Some of
those patterns are historical like colonization. Some of those patterns are cultural like the number of
Mandarin Chinese speakers in the world today. Some of those patterns are economic, such as the
amount of money a person. All of these matters impact and are impacted by humans.
For many of you, this is your first AP class and will be your first AP exam. AP classes are
challenging but research shows that the challenges of AP courses leads better outcomes in college and
beyond. To prepare for this class, there is some basic knowledge about the world that you will need. It
is important that you not only complete the assignment but that you internalize the information. It will
be used throughout the course. There will also be maps quizzes throughout the year.
The assignment is due August 23rd and will be a major grade. If you have questions throughout
the summer you can contact me via email. I look forward to having you in class.

Grace Dewald
gdewald@shermanisd.net

One of the first things we will study is regions of the world. You need to be familiar with these regions
(you do not need to map them at this time)

Geography draws from multiple areas of study. Below are factors that we uses to evaluate places and
fine patterns (once again, these are for your information. You do not have to do anything with them in
this assignment)

Watch the following video (available on YouTube) and respond to the questions
The danger of a single story - Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D9Ihs241zeg
1. What does Chimamanda mean by a single story?

2. What are some examples of “single stories” that we hear in the U.S.

3. How was Chimamanda shaped by where she lived?

4. How did travel and living abroad impact Chimamanda?

5. How are you shaped by where you live?

Use the following list to label the world map- For the major regions outline them in a different color or
shade them. Add a key showing which color belongs to which region.

Use this list to label the second world map.

